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[1] Providing top-down constraints on emissions is an
important application of model-based analysis of remote-
sensing observations of chemically reactive species, yet the
degree to which column concentrations are governed by local
vs distant sources within models themselves has yet to be fully
characterized. We use a chemical transport model and its
adjoint to quantify source contributions to weekly column
concentrations of ammonia, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide,
and formaldehyde. This efficient approach for quantifying the
spatial extent of source influences is validated and then applied
to an array of sites and seasons. Overall, we find instances for
each species where emissions from at least 500 km away must
be taken into account to retrieve 90% of the total column
influence. This demonstrates that the common practice of
assuming a local relationship between satellite observations
and emissions in top-down constraints could lead to consid-
erable biases, an issue that will be exacerbated as the reso-
lution of models and observations are refined in coming
years. Citation: Turner, A. J., D. K. Henze, R. V. Martin, and
A. Hakami (2012), The spatial extent of source influences on
modeled column concentrations of short-lived species, Geophys.
Res. Lett., 39, L12806, doi:10.1029/2012GL051832.

1. Introduction

[2] Short-lived species (those with an atmospheric lifetime
less than a few days) such as ammonia (NH3), nitrogen oxi-
des (NOx), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and formaldehyde (HCHO)
play key roles in air quality and radiative forcing. NH3 is the
only base in sufficient quantities to neutralize a significant
fraction of acids in the troposphere and as such has an
important role in formation of ammonium sulfate and
ammonium nitrate aerosol; NH3 further leads to harmful
levels of deposition of nitrogen into vegetation and ecosys-
tems [Rodhe et al., 2002; Rabalais, 2002]. NOx is a criteria
pollutant as well as a catalyst in the formation of tropospheric
ozone, the latter which also impacts air quality and climate.
SO2 is the precursor of sulfate aerosol, which contributes to
PM2.5 and has numerous climate impacts. HCHO is produced

by the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and
can provide information about VOC emissions, which affect
ozone and PM2.5. Quantifying sources of these species is thus
a concern for public health, climate change, and ecosystems.
While direct in situ measurements provide valuable con-
straints on emissions, such data are generally quite sparse.
Estimating emissions of these species and quantifying
uncertainties in these estimates is an outstanding challenge.
[3] Satellite observations provide global measurements

related to emissions; these observations can provide near-
global measurements of vertical columns of several species
relevant to air quality [Fishman et al., 2008; Martin, 2008]
and, as such, present new opportunities for constraining
emissions. Numerous studies have performed top-down
estimations of NOx emissions [Martin et al., 2003; Jaeglé
et al., 2004; Konovalov et al., 2006; Chai et al., 2009; Lin
et al., 2010]. HCHO columns have been used as a proxy
for estimating VOC emissions [Palmer et al., 2003; Millet
et al., 2008]. SO2 emissions have been examined from top-
down constraints [Lee et al., 2011]. NH3 is primarily emitted
from livestock waste and fertilizers and concentrations can be
estimated from remote-sensing observations [e.g., Beer et al.,
2008; Clarisse et al., 2010; Pinder et al., 2011].
[4] A common method of estimating emissions of short-

lived species is to average a set of satellite measurements
over a particular location and derive top-down constraints on
surface emissions using a mass balance approach [e.g.,
Martin et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2003; Jaeglé et al., 2004;
Wang et al., 2007; Zhao and Wang, 2009; Lin et al., 2010].
In this method, atmospheric transport is assumed to be
negligible as the short chemical lifetime of the species
translates to a smearing length scale less than the width of
the model grid-cell [Palmer et al., 2003]. Kernels have been
used to account for the influence of adjacent cells [Toenges-
Schuller et al., 2006; Boersma et al., 2008].
[5] Despite these previous studies, the degree to which col-

umn concentrations are governed by local vs distant sources
within the models themselves has yet to be fully characterized.
However, it is known that short-lived species impact the chemi-
cal state of the atmosphere beyond their own lifetime through
reservoir species and chemical modes [e.g., Prather, 2007;Goris
and Elbern, 2011]. Therefore, we focus on discerning local and
nonlocal contributions to column concentrations in a global
chemical transport model frequently employed for top-down
constraints. Here we present and apply an approach to determine
the spatial extent of source contributions to short-lived species
(NH3, NO2, SO2, and HCHO) using adjoint sensitivities.

2. Models

[6] GEOS-Chem is a global chemical transport model
driven by assimilated meteorology from the Goddard Earth
Observing System (GEOS-5) of the NASA Global Modeling
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and Assimilation Office (GMAO) [Bey et al., 2001]. Here we
use version 8.03.01 (www.geos-chem.org) with a horizontal
resolution of 2� � 2.5� and 47 vertical layers up to 0.01 hPa.
GEOS-Chem accounts for both natural and anthropogenic
emissions, gas phase chemistry, coupled oxidant-aerosol pro-
cesses, carbonaceous aerosols, and sulfate-nitrate-ammonium
aerosols [Park et al., 2004]. NH3 emissions are from the GEIA
inventory and isoprene emissions are calculated using
MEGAN [Guenther et al., 2006]. Global NOx and SOx (SO2

and primary sulfate are defined as one inventory in GEOS-
Chem) emissions are from EDGAR [Olivier et al., 2001],
incorporated by van Donkelaar et al. [2008], overwritten with
regional inventories for the US (NEI99), Europe (EMEP),
southeast Asia [Streets et al., 2006], and Mexico (BRAVO)
[Kuhns et al., 2003]. Biomass burning emissions are from van
der Werf et al. [2006]. The GEOS-Chem adjoint [Henze et al.,
2007] solves a set of equations auxiliary to the forward model
that efficiently calculate sensitivities of a scalar model
response function with respect to numerous parameters.

3. Sensitivity Metrics

[7] We derive equations for calculating the fraction of the
spatial extent of emissions influencing a column concentra-
tion using adjoint sensitivities. We first define a response
function to represent a model estimate of quantities typically
used for top-down constraints. We consider a tropospheric
column evaluated at a standard satellite overpass time
(1:30 pm local time), averaged over a week,

J ¼ 1

nt

Xnt
t¼1

XL
l¼1

N � CI ;J ;l;t

 !
1

AI ;J
; ð1Þ

where CI,J,l,t is species concentration (kg box
�1) at latitude I,

longitude J, vertical layer l, and satellite overpass time t, nt is
the number of days, L is the index of the tropopause height,
N is a factor for conversion from mass to molecules, and AI,J

is column area (cm2).
[8] We wish to calculate the partial derivative of J with

respect to the emissions, Ei,j,k, from emission sector k,

li;j;k ¼ ∂J
∂Ei;j;k

Ei;j;k ; ð2Þ

where li,j,k is the adjoint sensitivity with respect to a single
species emission from sector k at latitude i, longitude j, and
Ei,j,k is the total emission in column i, j of this species from
sector k. The adjoint sensitivity, l, is thus the sensitivity with
respect to fractional emissions changes, the units of which are
consistent with those of J . The sum of all l would represent
a first order approximation of the column, J . The advantage
of calculating these sensitivities using the adjoint model is
that the influence from all model grid cells, species and sec-
tors, can be obtained in a single adjoint model evaluation. In
contrast, such sensitivities would require numerous model
evaluations using traditional sensitivity techniques.
[9] We can define a cumulative sensitivity metric for each

species as the fraction of the sensitivity of a column density
to emissions that comes from emissions within a radial dis-
tance d of the column center at I, J,
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where K is the set of all emissions sectors for a single species
(e.g., anthropogenic, natural, and biomass NH3). We note
the distance d is based on grid box centers and is thus
approximate to within a grid-box width which itself may
be a few hundred kilometers wide. Both the numerator and
denominator in equation (3) are defined using absolute
values as we are interested in total sensitivities, not just
positive or negative influences. Additionally, the cases
examined in this study have negligible negative sensitivities
(generally <1% of the positive sensitivities). The fraction
accounted for in the mass balance approach would be the
contribution from only emissions of species K local to the
column (i.e., considering only i, j = I, J in the numerator of
equation (3)).

4. Validation

[10] Here we validate the accuracy of the adjoint sensi-
tivities and assess the extent to which they can be used for
source attribution. For the former goal, we can approximate
the adjoint sensitivities (li, j,k, which should be the partial
derivative of J with respect to the emission scaling factors,
x) with finite difference sensitivities computed using con-
secutive forward model evaluations,

lk;i; j ≈
J x þ dxð Þ � J x � dxð Þ

2dx
; ð4Þ

where dx is a small perturbation in the emission scaling
factor. However, a limitation is that the finite difference
method can only be used to estimate the sensitivity to one
emission sector at a time. As such, we only validate the
sensitivity of one emission sector for each species due to
the computational expense of the finite difference calcula-
tions. A comparison of NH3, NOx, SO2, and HCHO sensi-
tivities using finite difference methods (equation (4)) with the
adjoint method (equation (2)) can be seen in Figures 1a–1d.
A visual inspection of these shows the methods are in
agreement with the exception of NOx at the Ocean site. For
this site we performed another test with a smaller perturba-
tion of dx = 0.05, which is plotted as a square, and can be seen
in Figure 1b falling on unity. Additional validation can be
seen in the ratio of adjoint to finite difference sensitivities in
Figure S3 in the auxiliary material.1 Overall, the adjoint and
finite difference sensitivities are consistently in agreement.
[11] Having validated that the adjoint model gives correct

gradients, it is important to assess over what range these can
be used to approximate total source contributions, as use of
adjoint sensitivities for source attribution assumes a linear
source–receptor relationship. We perform “zero-out” tests,
see Figures 1e–1h, from the difference of two forward model
runs, one with a 100% reduction to emissions in the test
location. NH3, SO2, and HCHO still show a consistently
linear trend about unity. NOx shows a larger scatter about
unity indicating a less linear source–receptor relationship,
particularly in the Europe test site (see Figures 1f and S3f).
This is expected owing to nonlinearities of NOx photo-
chemistry. While the nonlinear response of NO2 to pertur-
bations of NOx emissions in a single grid cell at a time is
found to be small for 10% perturbations and within a factor

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2012GL051832.
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of two for 100% perturbations in most of the sites modeled
here, such behavior could vary substantially depending upon
the type of source and model resolution [Valin et al., 2011].
[12] Nonlinearity in atmospheric responses occur when the

perturbation of an input, such as emissions, is large enough to
shift the chemical state of the atmosphere to a regime that has
a sufficiently different response surface. For example, pre-
vious works on forward sensitivity analysis [Hakami et al.,
2004; Cohan et al., 2005] have suggested a range of 30%–
50% over which linear sensitivities would be reasonably
accurate for ozone. Forward sensitivity studies often employ
domain-wide perturbations to emissions while adjoint studies
focus on individual source impacts. Changes in emissions
from individual sources are less likely to trigger significant
shifts in the chemical regime. Therefore, contributions from
individual sources are expected to exhibit a close to linear
response over a wider range than those typically reported for
forward sensitivities.

5. Results and Discussion

[13] The cumulative sensitivity fractions, FK
d, are estimated

for four chemical species: NH3, NO2, SO2, and HCHO. The
simulations are three-weeks in duration, and the response
function is evaluated once daily during the final week at the
satellite overpass time. The sites used in the simulation and
the relevant emissions can be seen in Figures S1 and S2. The
China, America, and Europe sites are used for sensitivity
analysis while the other sites are used only for validation. The
China, America, and Europe sites were selected based on
geographic and environmental differences. Namely, the
China site was selected for the large spatial variability in
emissions, large magnitude of emissions, and an overall
polluted environment. The Europe site was selected for its
relatively low and spatially homogeneous emissions. The
America site was selected for its high isoprene emissions
and moderate emissions of NH3, NOx, and SO2. Addition-
ally, the sites were selected for their varying latitudes in
the northern hemisphere (31�N–52�N). To address the sea-
sonality of the results we perform our analysis during July

(1st–22nd) and December (1st–22nd) of 2005. To address
spatial variability, we examine four cells neighboring our
designated sites [(I + 1, J), (I� 1, J), (I, J + 1), and (I, J� 1)].
For this study we considered the set of emitted species, K:
anthropogenic, biofuel, and biomass burning (NH3, NOx,
SO2, and isoprene) as well as natural NH3, soil NOx, light-
ning NOx, aircraft NOx, and ship SO2. The results in Figure 2
show the cumulative sensitivity fraction as a function of
radial distance from the column (dark line), with the vari-
ability from repeated tests in four adjacent cells indicated by
shading; more of the column influence is recovered as we
sum across larger distances. Additionally, the dashed line
with a triangle (circle) at the base indicates the radial distance
necessary to account for 63% (90%) of the total emission
influence, and this distance will hereafter be referred to as
d63 (d90). Table S1 lists d63 and d90 for all cases.
[14] For this set of cases, we first apply equation (3) to

tropospheric NH3. From Figure 2a we can see Europe has
the largest d90 and lowest local influence with only 19.5% of
the NH3 column owing to local emissions of NH3 indicating
that up to 80.5% of the NH3 column in I, J is governed by
emissions of NH3 outside this cell. Additionally, Europe has
the smallest spatial variance in both July and December; this
small spatial variance is likely owing to this site having the
most uniform emissions distributions of the three test sites.
Similarly, the largest spatial variance is in China owing to
the large emissions variance. NH3 exhibits large seasonal
variability in China and America (Figures 2a and 2b), with
the local contribution decreasing from July to December and
d90 increasing from July to December. Overall, for NH3 we
found that the modeled local contribution ranges from
13.4%–70.0% in summer and 10.2%–42.3% in winter.
[15] Next considering NO2, the China test site exhibits the

largest local contribution during July (Figure 2c) but again
has the largest spatial variability owing to the emissions
variance. All sites show substantial seasonal variability
(�20%) and a slight increase in d90 with the largest seasonal
effects occurring at the northernmost latitude (Europe),
because the NOx lifetime is largely determined by photo-
chemistry. Overall, for NO2 we found that the local

Figure 1. Comparison of adjoint and finite difference sensitivities for Africa (orange), America (red), Australia (yellow),
China (blue), Europe (green), India (purple), Ocean (brown), SAfrica (black), and SAmerica (cyan). (a–d) Comparison
of adjoint sensitivities (equation (2)) with finite difference sensitivities (equation (4)) with dx = 0.1; the brown square
in Figure 1b is the Ocean site using a perturbation of dx = 0.05. (e–f) “Zero-out” tests with a 100% reduction in emissions.
All units are molec cm�2.
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contribution ranges from 38.6%–72.0% in summer and
13.1%–58.0% in winter.
[16] For SO2, we again see the lowest local contribution in

the winter at the Europe test site in Figure 2f. SO2 lifetime
is primarily dictated by photochemistry and aqueous chem-
istry. This aqueous chemistry has a strong seasonal depen-
dence at the China test site likely driven by monsoons and
seasonal rainfall in this region. July is in the monsoon season
for China while December is in the dry season. Overall, for

SO2 we found the modeled local contribution ranges from
19.4%–76.0% in summer and 7.3%–41.3% in winter.
[17] For HCHO, examination of Figures 2g and 2h yields

a strong seasonal dependence at all test sites indicated by an
increased d90 of 1635 km, 282 km, and 9330 km at the
China, America, and Europe sites respectively. HCHO is
treated here as a proxy only for isoprene emissions. Con-
sideration of other VOC sources could reduce d90 and its
seasonal variability. Additionally, we see large spatial vari-
ability at the China site due in part to the heterogeneous
emissions in the region (see Figures S1 and S2). Overall, for
HCHO we found the modeled local contribution ranges from
21.4%–80.0% in summer and 0.1%–61.0% in winter.
[18] The use of a smearing length scale in mass-balance

inversions corresponds to an assumption that 63% of the
emissions influence comes from within the column. Overall,
we see this criterion is satisfied for SO2 at the America and
China sites in July. The results suggest that accounting for
transport from at least one grid cell away is necessary to reach
this criteria in July for NH3, NO2, and HCHO at each site and
SO2 in Europe. Lastly, we note that most (17 of 18) cases in
Figure 2 show an increase in the spatial region required to
return 90% of the total column influence, d90, from July to
December as the winter will generally have less active pho-
tochemistry leading to increasing chemical lifetimes and
longer transport timescales. Additional tests indicate that the
nonlocal influences on monthly average column concentra-
tions are within the same range as those for the mean across
multiple weekly average columns (see Figure S4).

6. Conclusions

[19] Here we demonstrate that nonlocal sources contribute
substantially to average tropospheric column estimates of
short-lived species. Mechanistically, such influences are not
necessarily owing to transport alone; short-lived species can
have long-range impacts through reservoir species and chem-
ical feedbacks. NOx emissions can have long-range impacts
through peroxyacetyl nitrate and chemical feedbacks with
ozone; nonlocal contributions of NH3 can result from aerosol
thermodynamics while nonlocal contributions of isoprene can
result from chemical cycling. The consequence of such feed-
backs is that emissions outside the base of a column at coarse
resolution (�2�) may govern more than 50% of the model’s
column concentration and to retrieve 90% of the total column
influence may require accounting for emissions from more
than 500 km away. At this resolution, inventories in Europe
have relatively uniform emissions of NH3, NOx, SO2, and
isoprene, leading to consistently small local contributions and
small spatial variability. Conversely, test sites in China in
general have the largest spatial variance in emissions, resulting
in the largest spatial variance in contributions.While this is not
an exhaustive study, nor a rigorous case-by-case assessment of
the conditions leading to these nonlocal influences, the
potential for large nonlocal contributions demonstrated here
motivates additional attention to spatial attribution errors in the
mass balance approach for top-down constraints. The results
presented here provide a framework for assessing the impor-
tance of such effects for top-down constraints which may
guide method selection or kernel implementation in future
studies. Quantifying these errors is thus warranted for further
assessment.

Figure 2. Cumulative emission influence as a function of
distance for the China (blue), America (red), and Europe
(green) test sites. Simulations from (a, c, e, g) July and
(b, d, f, h) December 2005. The dark lines indicate the aver-
age of simulations at (I, J), (I + 1, J), (I� 1, J), (I, J + 1), and
(I, J � 1) while the shaded region is the maximum and min-
imum of these. The vertical dashed lines with triangles (cir-
cles) at the base indicate the distance, d63 (d90), from the test
location over which the mean FK

d must be summed in order
to account for 63% (90%) of the total emission influence.
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